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This thesis includes creative work. It is comprised of both 
Delivering Discovery, a prototype web interface available at 
www.deliveringdiscovery.com, and this exegesis.
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Figure 1: Diagram depicting overlap and usage of image  
 data and metadata in a digitised library collection 
 interface
Figure 2: Delivering Discovery infrastructure diagram  
 (Reference scans) (screenshot retreived 2 August  
 2019)
Figure 3: Delivering Discovery visualisation view
Figure 4: Manly Images, 2012, Mitchell Whitelaw  
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Figure 5: Visionaries Explorer, 2018, Geoff Hinchcliffe  
 (screenshot retreived 4 April 2019)
Figure 6: Loom ‘time tunnel’ view, 2015, SLNSW DX Lab  
 (screenshot retreived 4 April 2019)
Figure 7: Loom location-based view, 2015, SLNSW DX Lab  
 (screenshot retreived 4 April 2019)
Figure 8: Loom tag-based view, 2015, SLNSW DX Lab  
 (screenshot retreived 4 April 2019)
Figure 9: Loom location-based view, detail showing  
 undigitised records, 2015, SLNSW DX Lab (screenshot 
 retreived 4 April 2019)
Figure 10: The Real Face of White Australia, 2011, Tim  
 Sherratt (screenshot retreived 4 April 2019)
Figure 11: Coins, 2017–2018, Gortana et al. (screenshot  
 retreived 4 April 2019)
Figure 12: Coins dynamic layouts, image credit: (Gortana 
 et al., 2018)
Figure 13: Repcol, 2014, Bengler (screenshot retreived 4  
 April 2019)
Figure 14: Repcol detail showing acquisition timeline,  
 2014, Bengler (screenshot retreived 4 April 2019)
Figure 15: Full infrastructure diagram as it appears in  
 Delivering Discovery
Figure 16: Document Reader prototype, collection image  
 view















Figure 17: Document Reader prototype, descriptive   
 metadata view
Figure 18: Document Reader prototype, administrative   
 metadata view 
Figure 19: Document Reader prototype, administrative   
 metadata view
Figure 20: Spread from Metadata Book prototype
Figure 21: Untitled web interface prototype #1
Figure 22: Untitled web interface prototype #2 (t-SNE  
 layout)
Figure 23: Delivering Discovery infrastructure diagram  
 (Document page) (screenshot retreived 2 August   
 2019)
Figure 24: Delivering Discovery infrastructure diagram  
 (Checksum data) (screenshot retreived 2 August   
 2019)
Figure 25: Delivering Discovery collection visualisation  
 (Introduction) (screenshot retreived 2 August 2019)
Figure 26: Delivering Discovery collection visualisation  
 (Time) (screenshot retreived 2 August 2019)
Figure 27: Delivering Discovery collection visualisation  
 (Operator) (screenshot retreived 2 August 2019)
Figure 28: Delivering Discovery collection visualisation  
 (Operator: Operator 9) (screenshot retreived 2   
 August 2019)
Figure 29: Delivering Discovery collection visualisation  
 (Notes) (screenshot retreived 2 August 2019)
Figure 30: Delivering Discovery collection visualisation  
 (Notes: Objects in book) (screenshot retreived 2  
 August 2019)
Figure 31: Visionaries Explorer, 2018, detail showing 
toolbar, Geoff Hinchcliffe (screenshot retreived 4 April 
2019)Figure 31:
Figure 32: Loom ‘time tunnel’ view, 2015, SLNSW DX Lab 





In undertaking digitisation projects, libraries create large digitised 
collections that present new opportunities for access and display. For 
designers and developers, these growing collections drive the development 
of generous interfaces that reflect the depth and richness of digitised 
library collections. At the same time, many scholars, in particular from 
digital humanities, media theory, and information science and design 
backgrounds, are engaged in discussions regarding transparency—or lack 
thereof—in the practices, labour, and decisions that factor into the creation 
of these digitised library collections. Every digitised collection is built on a 
complex ecosystem of hardware, software, and specialist knowledge. While 
generous interfaces shed new light on digitised collections, their generosity 
is rarely extended to the administrative structural metadata which contain 
evidence of this network of infrastructure and labour. 
This project integrates the frameworks of generosity and transparency, 
creating a productive intersection where media-rich, browsable 
representations are combined with greater visibility of the infrastructures 
and labour which construct and maintain our digitised library collections. 
To achieve this integration, this project uses a Research through Design 
methodology to develop an interface that materialises a response to 
calls for transparency in a digitised library collection interface. It deploys 
diagramming and prototyping as key methods in an iterative design 
process which culminates in Delivering Discovery, a prototype web interface 
for a subset of the State Library of New South Wales’ David Scott Mitchell 
collection. The interface draws on principles of generous interface design 
and applies them to the administrative and structural metadata embedded 
in the collection to create a more transparent interface that affords users 
a view of the infrastructures and labour which construct the collection. 
Delivering Discovery represents one approach to the integration of 
generosity and transparency in a digitised library collection interface. It is a 
propositional prototype that contributes to the ongoing exploration of this 
intersection, and opens the door to further research on the possible uses of 
administrative and structural metadata in digitised library collections.
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